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A b s t r a c t We propose a layered and component
based software architecture style which supports
interoperability in multiple databases (DB). The
architectural style’s building blocks and its
constraints are described and the deployment of
two design patterns outlined
Components
pluced in our architectural layers exhibit a
linear topology and requestheply processing
slyle. The constraints include communications
between components which are not in the
adjacent architectural layers and extension of
the intuitive many : one bindings between
components towards many :many. We comment
on similarities with mediation architectures and
outline some implementation issues.
Keywords. Software architecture style, DB
interoperability, components.

1 Introduction
The problem of DB interoperability has been
in the focus of research in the DB community
since the early 1990s. There exist a numerous
work which covers both theoretical and
pragmatic issues that deal with semantics of the
interoperability problem in multiple DB systems.
This has been delivered through varying degrees
and
configuration
of
integration,
interdependency and exchange amongst multiple
DBs in order to achieve effective sharing and use
o f each other data and functionality [SI. The DB
interoperability problem has been addressed
through (a) migration between various DB
systems (e.g. from relational and object DB)
[13,21,27,31,32], (b) multidatabase and federated
architectures as defined in [29] and exploited in
works from [4,23,25,10,16] and (c) mediator
paradigm from [34.35], which has culminated in
research projects [28,22,1,6] and many more.
Each of these approaches suffer from drawbacks,

and today’s trend in DB centric applications is (i)
to allow the individual data structures to evolve
naturally within their own environments, and (ii)
to build/offer services that will provide
transparent facilities across different DB systems
[SI. A component based software architecture,
which accommodates interoperation and allows
extendibility and scalability of the multiple DB
systems and data repositories, while preserving
the autonomy of their individual elements, might
be a solution to the DB interoperability problem.
In this paper we propose a software
architectural style for interoperable DBs by
exploiting the role of software architecture as
defined in [30,3], and using a generic
component-based software architecture model
given in [ZO]. Our solution avoids integration,
centralization of data and structures, and use of
common database languages. The proposed
architectural
style
resembles
mediation
architectures, but contains a distinctive set of
constraints imposed on the nature of architectural
components and the way they interact with other
components within multiple DB system.
Section 2 details the reference architectural
model, section 3 describes our architectural style
and its constraints, section 4 comments on our
architectural style and related work, section 5
outlines some implementation issues and section
6 concludes with the overview of future works.

2. A Layered Reference M o d e l
The five layered reference architectural model
for interoperable DBs from [20] is given in Fig.
1 . We use a component-based technology [33]
and proposed layering is based on how
specific/general to our problem requirements
each component is. We use layered architecture
as described in [2] where layers are “allowed to
use” public facilities of the nearest lower level.
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Consequently, the usage of layers in layered
architectures flows downwards.
The application layer is the most specific
layer, whose components are responsible for:
* providing GUI functionality
0
managing interaction between users and
software layers,
analyzing the functionality of user’s requests
imposed on multiple DBs and routing such
requests towards appropriate components of
the lower layer(s),
managing value added services, such as
querying metadata or adding user’s
intervention, which might be essential when
resolving heterogeneity problems in multiple
DB systems (particularly important when
dealing with semantic and schematic
heterogeneity, various expressiveness of
database languages and smilar)
Components from this layer encapsulate
user/application specific code, which may be
distinct and not re-usable in, or interoperable
with, any other applications. For example:
requests for DB retrieval written in a specific DB
language might not be reusable across all
applications that use a multiple DB system.
Application Layer
TranslationIModificationLayer

Data Source Layer

Figure 1. Layered software architecture ref. model
The translation/modification layer is a core
layer which contains a family of components that
are responsible for translating the user’s request
to a targeted operating environment.
For
example: we may need to translate a relational
SQL-query into a set of different joint queries
that range from object to XML data retrieval; or
we c a n translate an existing relational schema
declaration into class declarations of an object
DB, etc.
Components from this layer encapsulate a
code that can be shared amongst requests
originated in various DB applications, i.e. the
code can be used by a family of related
applications. For example all applications that

place relational SQL-like requests may use the
same components from the translation layer in
order to translate the request to a set of different
queries to match the targeted DB environment.
Important: the code in these components is
dependent on translation needs originated in the
application specific layer. Hence services from
the components in this layer might not be
required in some systems, such as a centralised
DB system, or fully replicated distributed DB
with shared DB architecture, or multiple DB
systems deployed with the same DB technology
and which exhibits no semantic and schematic
heterogeneity.
The domain specific layer is a core layer
which manages user’s workspace and contains a
family of components that are responsible for:
adhering to a particular application domain
in order to manage users’ requests
implementing the functionality of user’
requests by applying it to domain specific
components that are derived from generalpurpose persistent components from the data
source level below.
Components from this layer encapsulate a
code that may be used from different places
within the same application and by a family of
related applications. For example: components
housed within the domain specific layer may
implement functionality of (a) joining a
relational table and XML document for retrieval
or (b) executing a family of data definition
statements in order to create various data
structures or schemas simultaneously across
multiple DBs, etc.
The data source layer handles entity business
logic (‘entity’ taken from the EJB technology
[361). It is made up of components that provide
persistence and programming infrastructure
services
for
generakpurpose
persistent
components.
Components from this layer
encapsulate potentially reusable code across
many application domains.
The platform layer accommodates components
that underpin the application and which include
everything from operating systems, Database
Management Systems, GUI class libraries and
similar.

-

.

3. Our Architectural Style
A number of distinct architectural styles have
been given in [30]. They all describe their
building blocks through: (i) the nature of
architectural components i.e. the nature of their
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computation, (ii) the way they interact with other
components when composing a system and (iii)
constraints on the way this composition is done.
Many real life problem domains combine more
than one architectural style into a specific one,
by incorporating useful aspects from several of
them.

3.1. Building Blocks of our Architectural
Style
The building blocks of our architectural style
are shown in Fig. 2. We identify some primitive
and composite components through their
participation in our architectural layers, we give
their substructure if they are composite and
declare what each component implements.
Component A, Analyzing User's Request is a
primitive component, but it implements
extensive functionality.
It analyses user's
requests and determines in the following order:
a. translation requirements: e.g. the user's
request may be executed within its own
operating environment and there will be no
need for translation services or V.V.
b. functionality: e.g. the request could be for the
creation of a new structure or DB element, or
manipulation of existing DB elements etc.
Translation of a particular user's request is
required from components Tri in the translation
layer only if the user's request is to be executed
outside the environment where it originates.
If the received request needs translation, we
determine its functionality, before routing it
towards a particular Tr, component.
If the received request needs NO translation,
its functionality has to be determined first in
order to route un-translated requests directly
towards an appropriate set of D,', ...0,'
components in the domain specific layer that
implement this functionality.
Components Tr, belong to a family of primitive
components where each of them implements a
different algorithm for translation of users'
requests to a targeted DB environment. In other
words, each Tri component provides different
implementations of the same behaviour (i.e.
translation), where the received request and
user's understanding of the problem decide the
most suitable implementation. Note: translation
algorithms might include value added services
such as user's interventions for resolving DB
semantic and schematic inconsistencies during
translation (if this has not been done by the A
component).

Components D,' ...D,,' belong to a family of
D,' components where each D,' component may
encapsulate any combination of Dicomponents.
Each primitive 0, component is a subset of
general-purpose persistent component from the
data source layer. Each Di'implements certain
functionality, which is required by the
application specific layer, and which can be
performed on any combination (D,, 4. .... D,)
of persistent dita components. We may group
the functionality of received request into various
categories. One grouping is suggested in b.
above: data definition (DD), data manipulation
(DM) and data entry (DE). Note that the
functionality of each received request is
determined regardless of its need for translation.

Application
Specific ay er

II

component

GU'

AH

Analyse Users'
,
Request component

I1

FigureZ. The building blocks of our architectural style

3.2. Constraints on our Architectural
Style
The layering principle given in the reference
model from Fig. 1 aims to achieve a certain level
of flexibility, reusability and extensibility of the
architectural solution for the interoperable DBs.
This principle of software layering is not new. It
has been used as a reference model in network
layering [17] and it is also a recognized software
architectural style [7].

3.2.1. Our Architectural Style and the IS0
model
In the I S 0 reference model [17] software
modules from one layer communicate directly
only with the layers above and below it. We can
partially map our reference architecture and the
I S 0 model: the presentation and session layers
from h e I S 0 model may accommodate our core
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layers of translation and domain specific
components. However, there is a difference:
Our architectural components communicate
from one layer to any other lower layer, hence
communication is not limited to adjacent layers.
The IS0 reference model assumes that
heterogeneity is managed at the lower levels of
the model and that the higher levels need not be
aware of any lower level differences. However,
our
architecture
produces
an
explicit
architectural support for managing heterogeneity
through the extensible set of components from
the translation and domain specific layers
positioned immediately below the top level.
Furthermore, the level and nature of
heterogeneity
directly
determines
the
communication pathway between components
(i.e. layers), which is built-in into our
architectural model.

3.2.2. Combining Architectural Styles and
Connecting Layers
In spite of organising our components in
layered topology, Fig. 2 shows that we allow a
certain level of ‘a one way data-flow through a
network of filters’, i.e. linear topology within the
application specific layer, e.g. the user’s requests
are ‘filtered’ through the ‘analyse users’ request’
component before we proceed to any other layer.
However, the connection between layers might
exhibit the requestheply processing style. Our
architectural style from Fig. 2 allows
components to require and offer services from
components that are not in adjacent layers and
the execution order is partially determined by a
format of incoming users’ requests (see 3.2.1).
This points towards the star topology, where
requests and replies are bound according to
components needs.

3.3. Using Design Patterns
The Strategy pattem is used within the core
layers when generating a family o f translation
algorithms encapsulated in the Tr, components
and a family of 0 ; components that implement
the functionality of user’s requests. In both cases
we provide different implementations of the
same behaviour where the user’s request (and
user’s understanding of the problem’) decide the
most suitable implementation. The Chain of

’ This user intervention is very important in building

responsibilify pattern is used throughout the
model: all tasks are handled by the different
components in the chain (A.Tr,D’J and
forwarded ultimately to the component, which
executes it.
We allocate components
dynamically in the chain, i.e. according to the
functionality of user’s requests, and bypass some
(e.g. Tr, components).
Both patterns help us to vary one part o f our
architectural structure independently to some
other pirts, making our system more robust to
change, addressing reusability and achieving
extensibility. We argue that:
1) translation algorithms, as parts of software
that are likely to change in future’(e.g. to be
extended, optimized or to be changed
completely) are isolated;
2 ) we define as many different variants of the
same algorithm as possible, i.e. a family of
related algorithms;
3) we generate new algorithms through
previous
knowledge/experiences
and
properties of operating environments as in
evolutionary programming, or machine
learning techniques;
4) the user chooses the most suitable algorithm,
i.e. different tactics according to trade-offs
when executing DB transactions (N.B. the
user is aware of different algorithms - the
requirement of the Strategy pattem);
5) loose coupling between components allows
easier modification/extension of the system’s
functionality:
i. some components can be bypassed if we do
not need them and
ii. the implementation code of components in
the Chain ofresponsibility pattern might be
simplified, because we do not need to
know which component in the chain is
going to handle a particular request.

3.4. Summarizing the Characteristics of
our Architectural Style
1. We

separate components into layers
according to their specificity within the
application. Layer ordering is based on
compile time dependencies. The higher a
component in the model is, the more specific
it is and the more dependent on other
components (i.e. less reusable) and V.V.
2 . Our core (translation and domain) layers
push away application specific requirements
from generic functionality of data sources

an automated tool for translation algorithms’ support.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

I.

and computing platforms, making systems
more adaptable to changes.
The content of a particular component may
be decided upon which layer it is appropriate
to reside, i.e. knowing the layer in which the
component resides, we know which services
it offers.
There is a possibility of extending families of
core layer components without affecting
existing components in the same and
adjacent layers.
In addition, we may
generate in advance core layer components
to suit new requirementdapplications.
Our layering architecture allows components
from a particular layer to use services of
components from any other layer and not
only from adjacent layers. Components
within a particular layer can also me each
other’s services.
When binding services we allow that an
intuitive many ; one relationship between
requirements and provisions is extended
towards many ; many, i.e. each required
service may be bound to more than one
provided service.
Composite components of our core layers
may contain a variable number of primitive
components and consequently a variable
number of interfaces. They are determined
by
i. the functionality that a particular family of
components implements (see (b) in 3.1);
ii. the desired level of granularity of
individual primitive components.
Aiming to generate fine-grained components
with discrete functionality and low overhead
will increase the number of components
needed within the core layers and V.V.

4. Comments on our Architectural Style
and Related Works
Our generic reference architecture from Fig.
1 and the architectural style from Fig. 2,
resemble mediation architectures introduced in
[34,35,36] elaborated in [37,38], and compared
in [5]. Mediator software modules, placed in
between data resources and applications, provide
intermediate
services
in
heterogeneous,
autonomous,
distributed
and
evolving
information systems. Their aim is also to ‘avoid
the integration of data resources’ and to give an
‘integrated
and
consistent
view’
of
heterogeneous and distributed datahformation
available, hence avoiding any centralization.

Our Analyze user‘s request component
may play a role of a ‘mediator’ in order to chose
the best pathway through the layers when
implementing required functionality. However,
the mediation [37] assumes that the retrieved
data from heterogeneous environments is to be
abstracted and transformed in order to be
integrated through matching keys, and processed
to increase the density of information.
Furthermore, the mediation architecture, which
extends the client-server model includes
integrators, whose role is to combine resources
that could be shared and generalized. Wrapping
of the existing data repositories or DB
applications is an essential interface/input
towards a mediation process: wrappers deal with
data model and platform heterogeneity and
mediators’ role is to resolve semantic and
schematic heterogeneity [SI.
Many research projects based on mediation
have been developed: Garlic [28], Information
Manifold [22], SIMS [I], InfoMaster [9], DIOM
[24], COIN [I51 etc. Our architecture overlaps
with the TSIMMIS [6,14]:
information from heterogeneous and
autonomous information sources are
combined without having a global view of
integrated information or a global database
schema;
translators are used to convert data models
and queries;
mediators
can
automate
information
integration and use expert knowledge and
value added services in order to process
specific information.
However, they differ in some aspects:
translation of information, i.e. data model
and queries, into a common object model
called OEM is essential in TSIMMIS;
queries written in OEM are submitted to a
mediator(s) and successively translated into.
local queries (i.e. queries of local database
sources) and the user is expected to write
queries in OEM;
browsing of information and/or information
exchange is allowed (OEM is an information
exchange model), but no update or creation
of new data structures are considered.

-

.

-

5. Implementation Issues
We are confdent that our architectural style
can be evaluated. Our layered architectural
model of extensible set of domain specific
components has been applied in the problem of
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interoperability of medicinal product evaluation
practices in healthcare systems [19]. We are
currently implementing a simple example of DB
interoperability as an EJB [ l l ] application: a
user’s request f o r creating a new DB structure,
written in a relational SQL, results in
simultaneous creation of three different
structures: relational table, a class f o r the object
database and a DTD for an XML document [ZO].
It is essential that the user is not required to use
any other DB language except a relational SQL,
and he/she might not be aware that any
translation between relational SQL creation
command and class/DTD declaration statements
is taking place. This trivial example is needed at
our postgraduate tutorials within the IS
curriculum, where students are prepared to
discuss the DB interoperability problem, to
evaluate component technologies and to design
and deploy an example of distributed application
within the J2EE platform available at the
University. Students have designed a multi-tier
EJB application, with the Web container which
hosts Web components responsible for handling
the GUI, and the EJB containers, which host the
application components: A, Tri and Di’:

different views on (a) the extent to which
the EJB platform addresses the DB
interoperability problem itself and how it
might picture our architectural style as
‘redundant’ and (b) the JZEE Reference
Implementation’s assumption that legacy
systems are always from relational
environments [12].
(2) The A component’s functionality, designed
as a statefull session bean provoked
discussions on:
a. the role of value added services,
ontology,
metadata
and
user’s
intervention
when
addressing
heterogeneity in multiple DB systems;
b. the decision of giving a control of the
whole application to the A component
which manages interaction between all
layers of the application from Fig. 2
and equalizing it with the role of
controller objects [ 181 rendered from
the requirement analysis model of such
an application.
All of these will be addressed in future works.

(a) The Tri components are model examples of
stateless session beans: each Tr, contains a
simple request and response functionality (e.g.
translation from relational to the 00 DD
statement). They call only one method per
session, operate on arguments that client passes
to it (e.g. table name, attribute names and types
for Tr, ), they can be used sequentially by many
different clients and need no tailoring to suit a
specific client.
Students have found the
ConverterEJB example from the JZEE
Reference Implementation at [I21 very useful
when coding the Tr, methods of the bean class
and its remote interfaces.
(b) The Di’ components have been designed as
statefull session beans, because they contain
more complex interactions and maintain
conversational state between a client and EJBs,
they may call more than one method per a
session and consequently may manipulate one or
more entity beans within a single session. These
session beans may access DBs using JDBC and
the J2EE connector architecture, which may
eliminate any need for entity beans.
We outline two ‘controversial’ issues:
(1). The PointBase Server 4.2 [26] installed
within the Sun ONE Studio 4 IDE for
implementing entity beans triggered

This paper addresses the DB interoperability
problem through component based software
architectural style and moves away from
migrations between technologies, federated
architectures, multi-database languages and
similar works from the 1990s. Our solution uses
a layered software architecture, populated with
components that exhibit linear topology and
requestheply processing styles.
The most
important constraints allow components to
communicate with any layer, i.e. their
communication is not restricted to adjacent
layers only, and their binding is extended
towards many : many. In spite of these two
distinctive constraints, our software architectural
style resembles mediation architectures and their
ideas of how to tackle the DB interoperability
problem.
Various mediators, adapters,
integrators and wrappers found in mediation
architectures, all
serve to
ease the
interoperability of today’s DB applications, by
addressing at various levels their heterogeneity,
autonomy, need for evolution and unavoidable
distribution. Some of our components can be
mapped to and play a role of mediators and
adapters/wrappers.
From this respect our
architectural style does not represent a significant
change in the way the DB interoperability is

6. Conclusions
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tackled today. However, our contribution is
centred on the following two:
1. We address the problem of semantic and
schematic heterogeneity, needs for value
added services, involvements of metadata
and access to possible ontology at the top
most layer of our architecture, i.e. within
component A. In other words, our mediation
or modifications or wrapping, happen very
early, i.e. users will have to deal immediately
with certain kinds or levels of heterogeneity,
which we see as very reasonable. If we
allow a multitude of DB languages, schemas
or DB system, to be available for today’s DB
applications, we either pay a conceptual
price for this or seek users interventions
when trying to automate or solve problems
arising from heterogeneities.
2. We have proposed in section 3 the analysis
of functionality of user requests in order to
determine the best possible pathway for our
components’ executions. The reasons are in
(a) categorising the functionality of user
request may affects the granularity of our
components
and
simplify
the
implementations of algorithms of
components from the translation and
domain specific layers [21,20].
(b) contextualising and contracting software
components as in [33] may also have an
impact on the granularity of our
components. This will also allow us to
go beyond published required/provided
services of our components. We may
specify
conditions
attached
to
components’ contracts that extend the
management of structured and semistructured data towards continuous data
streams of multimedia applications.

In our current work we map the functionality
of user requests issued upon multiple DBs to
components’ contracts.
We contextualize
components within such a contract through
categorizations of user requests.
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